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Abstract

A spacecraft must survive the cold and dark space at the same time it needs
to sustain every subsystem with sufficient amount of energy for each of the
important scientific experiments on-board. In order for this to work the power
system needs to acquire enough energy throughout its mission to power the
space craft but also be able to store a sufficient amount of power to endure
periods of eclipse and seasonal variations. One way of achieving this is by
having solar cells covering the satellites surface which by the photo-voltaic effect
converting light into energy. A concept on determining how much power is
feasible and theoretically possible to acquire throughout a orbit presented in this
thesis in the form of a software code which will simulate the spacecrafts orbit, the
suns position on the sky, periods of eclipse, current generated of solar cells and
evidently the amount of power. The Miniature Student Satellite, abbreviated
MIST is the spacecraft under study. The orbital model is based on the Standard
General Perturbations Satellite Orbit Model 4[3][37], the sun position vector is
based on the Astronomical Almanac [8][28][4]. Simulations show that during
fixed attitudes of the spacecraft in different orientations throughout a full year
can generate a sufficient amount of power in order to survive. However in order
to develop more exact results a power budget for each and every part of the
satellite needs to be performed as well as hardware testing and integration with
current software.

Sammanfattning

En rymdfarkost måste överleva den kalla och mörka rymden samtidigt som
den måste förse varje delsystem med tillräckligt med energy för var och en av
de viktiga vetenskapliga experimenten ombord. För att detta skall fungera s̊a
måste kraft systemet tillhandah̊alla tilräckligt med effekt under sitt uppdrag
för att fösre rymdfarkosten men ocks̊a för att kunna spara en rimlig mängd för
att uthärda perioder av mörker och säsonger. Ett sätt för att uppn̊a detta är
genom att ha solceller som täcker satellitens yta som med den fotovoltaiska ef-
fekten omvandlar ljus till energi. Ett koncept för att kunna avgöra hur mycket
energy som är rimligt och teoretiskt möjligt att erh̊alla under en omloppsbana är
presenterad i denna avhandling i form av en mjukvaru kod som simulerar rymd-
farkostens omloppsbana, solens position p̊a himlavalvet, perioder av förmörkelse,
ström genererad av solcellerna och därmed effekten. Miniature Student Satellite,
förkortad MIST är den rymdfarkost har valts som objekt för studie. Standard
General Perturbations Satellite Orbit Model 4[3][37], sol positions vektorn är
baserad p̊a Astronomical [8][28][4]. Simuleringar visar att under fixa attituder
av satelliten i olika orienteringar under ett helt år kan generera tillräckligt med
effekt för att överleva. Hursomhelst s̊a kommer det att behövas en effekt budget
för var en av de delsystem ombord liks̊a h̊ardvaru tester samt integrering med
nuvarande mjukvara.
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I. Introduction

A Background

Since the dawn of men the Sun has been worshiped and it is no surprise why our
ancestors they would do so either, the Sun gives our beloved home all the light
and warmth it needs. As early as 2494 B.C, during the fifth dynasty of Egypt
the sun was portrayed as all that was created by the mighty sun god Ra, the
sun gave us humans all the growth, warmth and light we needed [38]. It was not
until 1839 a french physicist by name of Edmond Becquerel first discovered a
way to grasp the power of the Sun by discovering the photo-voltaic effect, hence
the operating principle of a modern solar cell. More than a century later this
technology would power its first man made object during its voyage in space.
Namely the Soviet Soyuz 1. In 1967 the famous Soyuz 1 launched into space
and was powered by solar cells throughout its mission around Earth. Today
the solar panels are the main source of power for most smaller satellites as well
as the International Space Station, ISS that been active since 1999 and will
remains so til at least 2024. In the future, with far more efficient solar cells as
well as cheaper and easier accessed ones it would not be impossible to see more
and more households, farms, power plants, vehicles solely relying on power from
the Sun. The demand on electricity is projected to increase by 79% by the year
2050 according to the International Energy Agency [39]. It boils down to time
and money as well as politics when solving future energy crisis. Within the field
of space technology the power from the Sun is far more challenging than those
tackled on Earth. NASA has announced that by the year 2030 the first crew will
be sent to Mars with an habitat to survive long periods of isolation and harmful
environment. At Mars, a distance approximately 50% further away from the
Sun than Earth the power available for a solar panel will only be half. Therefor
solar panels are limited by the source of light, in our case our Sun, meaning
that solar power will not be an option for future long distance space discoveries.
However it might be a future candidate to solve coming energy crisis here on
Earth when fossil fuels become to expensive. Solar cells will also continue to
power future satellites in orbit of Earth, satellites that will observe weather,
climate changes, urbanization, animal migrations, i.e. everything that affects
that world we live in and providing with valuable knowledge to further propel
humanity into better understanding of the world.
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B Problem statement

Figure 1: Software blueprint.
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The satellite will experience about 14 revolutions per day and is meant to carry
out its mission during at least one full year. During this period the satellite
will undergo a lot of challenges and more specifically the power system needs
to be able to save enough power during periods of sunlight in order to survive
periods of eclipse. Besides that, the power system must take into consideration
the partial shadowing of the solar cells that occur during periods when the
deployable solar panels cast a shadow on the solar cells underneath, this will
greatly reduce the effect of the power supply. This study will take that into
consideration and has as its main objective to develop a software code which
can perform a realistic end-to-end flight simulation. This system will have a
realistic output according to Figure 1. The parts outlined in the blue and red
are under study in this report whilst the part outlined in green is part of B.Sc.
thesis degree project by Malte Gruber, another member of the MIST project.
In an ideal case this system will operate in real time rather than being prepared
offline in advance. It will also be possible to read the attitude of the satellite into
the software at the flow of time. This report will study the cases of a satellite
in orbit during certain dates of the year for three fixed attitudes: Tower, Arrow
and Rolling Pin according to Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Orbital frame with the main three fixed attitudes: Arrow, Rolling Pin
and Tower.

The aim of this study is to create a software code code that simulate how
much current can be generated from the solar cells of the satellite during one
full orbit in the previously mentioned attitudes during different seasons of the
year. Observe that this thesis is without the use of professional software but it
is also a study under an early stage of technical development which means the
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important and overlying objective is to gain valuable knowledge and experience
while trying to find solutions to emerging problems. This simulator should in its
later and more technical advanced stage be something used to train and perform
real-time and realistic power simulation with a changing attitude at the flow of
time of the satellite while in orbit. One of the problem lies within calculating
the satellites orbit position vector as well as the sun position vector. Another
problem will be simulating the hidden surface which is needed for computing the
partial shadowing of the solar cells. In order to tackle these problems, the source
code will be developed by creating several MATLAB files with corresponding
function files and library functions which will ease the access of the certain
output for different cases. The orbital mode, which computes the satellites
position vector, will be treated as a separated file with its corresponding function
files and library functions. Same with the ray-tracing algorithm and the sun
position vector file. This means that the operator needs to assign an input for
each step throughout the simulation of the program after it then will generate
an output stored as an input to the current generator, see Figure 1 and Figure
3.
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Figure 3: Work flow of solar cell current simulator software.

From Figure 3 the overview of the entire software code is seen. The left string
to the right is the string which is the orbital model, here the external input,
hence the operators is the two-line element, abbreviated TLE. The TLE is used
to generate the ECI (Earth Centered Inertial frame, ECEF (Earth Centered,
Earth Fixed frame) position and velocity vectors of the satellite in the SGP4
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code. SGP4 stands for Standard General Perturbations Satellite Orbit Model
4 and is a well known algorithm produced by NASA and NORAD in the late
1980s which predicts future positions of objects orbiting Earth. The middle line
calculates the sun position vector where the operator inputs the time and date
of interest, output is the Sun position vector in ECI frame, right ascension of
the Sun and Sun declination angles. The sting to the right calculates the time
in umbra, hence the time the satellite spends in hard shadow of Earth. Input
is the Sun β angle. Further is assumed that penumbra is neglected, hence no
soft shadows with lower sun intensity is under the scope here. The above three
strings outputs are then read into the Ray-Tracing algorithm as input where
the satellite propagate throughout one full orbit and calculate the illumination
factors of each surface side of the satellite. Illumination factors is the portion
of sunlight hitting each surface side of the satellite. These illumination factors
are then used as an input into the final part of the software where the currents
as well as watt hours per orbit are calculated using the solar cell data, such as
number of cells in series, effective cell area, efficiency etc. The final output will
be three currents, one for each PPC of the of the power system, see Fig. 3.
The point with this is to perform a realistic end to end flight simulation and
studying what amount of power can be generated throughout the mission.

C Previous work

The rising interest of miniature satellites, such as MIST has been a way for future
space engineers to gain valuable experience working in space related projects
as a part of students engineering studies. Examples of previous such projects
are NTNU, Norwegian test satellite as well as the Aalto-1, a Finnish pico-
satellite [20][40]. Both of these were developed at universities by students under
supervision of experienced engineers. They both also use solar cells to power
the satellite. However, there is little to no reference to compare to since every
satellite is unique as a snowflake, and each of their missions have utterly different
purposes. Therefore a lot of studies in this thesis is based on scientific articles
such as the The International Handbook of Space Technology [1], solar panel
specialists own organization named Sargosis etc. [2,4,36]. When it comes to
better understanding of astronomy, the sun position relative to Earth and the
orbital model, articles by AMSAT and many other [3,5,6,9,16,18-28,33] as well
as the Astronomical Almanac [8] have been used. Having some reference for
the power calculations as well as scientific methodology previous MIST student
thesis was studied [14,15].
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II. Modelling

D Coordinate frames

They are three coordinate frames presented in this section: Orbital frame, ECI
frame and Body frame. The orbital frame is seen in Fig 2 above. The satellite is
defined in the inertial coordinates, hence pointing to the celestial object which
is the Sun in our case. The orbital frame is defined using the three unit vectors,
see Figure 2 and are as follows: v̂ is parallel to the vector of motion, û is
aligned with zenith, hence opposite of nadir where the camera will be pointing
downwards Earth and ŵ = û × v̂ which completes the coordinate system.

Below the satellites body frame (x,y,z) is displayed along with the orbital
unit vectors described from above.

Figure 4: Body frame of MIST.

From Figure 2 and Figure 4 it is seen that during Arrow z-axis is parallel to
v̂, x or- y-axis is parallel to ŵ. During Rolling Pin z-axis is parallel to ŵ and
x or- y-axis is parallel to v̂. During Tower the z-axis is parallel to û and the
x or- y-axis is parallel to ŵ. Lastly described is the ECI frame which is used
for most of the software developed during this thesis work. The ECI frame is
a coordinate system defined with its axes starting from the center of mass of
the Earth. ECI is the most common and optimal for describing objects in space
since the equations of motion and the orbital dynamics are far simpler to use in
a non-rotating frame. See Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Earth-Centered Inertial frame, abbreviated ECI.

This system differs from the ECEF since ECEF actually rotate in the inertial
space in order to remain aligned with the surface of the Earth. It is preferred to
have the position and velocity vectors of a celestial object in ECEF but when it
comes to actually working with the exact coordinates ECI is far more superior
since it saves a lot of computation time and eases up the study of objects if
they remain static from a satellite point of view. However, the ECI frame is not
absolute inertial since the gravitational influence of for instance the Moon will
impact the acceleration of the frame and hence also influence dynamics of the
SC. In this thesis work it is neglected with the exception of the SPG4 algorithm
which takes this into account when computing the orbital model and will be
discussed later in section I.
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E Solar cell configuration

Figure 6: Solar cell configuration version 1.

Figure 7: Solar cell configuration version 2.
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The solar panel configuration given in Figure 6 is not the most recent one
for the MIST project but an earlier model and is designed with inspiration
from GOMSpaces [29] way of configuring their solar cells on a Cube Satellite.
Version 1 one was chosen for several reasons: Firstly, and mostly because the
configurations during an orbit with fixed attitude will not create a too high load
of voltage of any of the photo-voltaic power converters. This because the +Y
side of the satellite will be in constant darkness and will never be exposed to
sunlight assuming Tower attitude and no tumbling see Figure 2. This is also why
the two +Y solar cells are connected to the 4V photo-voltaic power converter
(PPC) rather than the 12V PPC. Secondly the solar panels connected to PPC
1 have two panels on +X and –X which are on opposite side of each other,
meaning that they will never be exposed to sunlight at the same time. Only
+Z and –Y will be exposed to sunlight throughout the entire orbit disregarding
the period of umbra. Also important to add is that +X and –X sides will be
exposed to partial shadowing of the +Z solar panels (which are the deployable
panels see Figure 4) which means there will never be a too high of load on PPC
1. Same goes with PPC 2 and PPC 3.
The reasoning behind only having two solar panels on the +Y side of the satellite
lies in that the Ratex-J experiment which will measure the Earth radiation belt
particles and needs a window in that direction of roughly the size of one solar
panel. The –Z side has no solar panel due to camera being located there and
also since the satellite will be traveling with that side facing Nadir throughout
most of the mission unless some tumbling occurs. On the cuboid the +Z face has
no panels either, that is because another experiment is located there, namely
CubeProp which will test small propulsion engines for precision control of the
satellite. Each solar panel consists of two solar cells, meaning each solar array
has six cells in series except +Y which has only two cells in series. Series
connection because then the PV generated voltage add up and yield the most.
Besides this the solar array are connected in parallel to each other which is
because you want to avoid electrical discharge, unnecessary loss of current and
maximum output current. In this study the material properties of structure
parts, solar cells and their subtracted are taken from GOMSpace Data-sheet for
their NanoPower P110 Series of solar cells [29]. Version 2 is the one up to date
as of 2016-06-13 and has some slight changes.
Firstly it is seen that -Y side is parallel with +Y now instead. Secondly +X and
-X no longer have all their panels connected in series of 6 cells but rather in 2
cells which then are connected in parallel to each other resulting in an output
current of 2,5 A to PPC 1.
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F Effects of partial shadowing on solar cells

Due to the satellite design according to Figure 2 there will be partial shadowing
due to the deployable solar panels located on the +Z surface side hiding the
+Y and –Y sides during certain periods throughout each orbit. This will affect
the amount of current and voltage output and therefore the amount of power
obtained by the PV power system. Exactly how is heavily dependent on what
kind of solar panels in use, how they are connected in strings and how these
strings are wired and if and how many of them are in parallel or just series. The
theory presented here is based on what been learned from [32]. The shadowing
will also affect in different ways depending on what kind of shadows, hence if
it is a hard or soft shadow and how the shadow is aligned with the strings and
cell. Hard shadow means there is absolute absence of light whilst soft shadow is
when there is still some sunlight but it is not as intense. Since this takes place
in space and the fact that the shadow cast from Earth only considers umbra
and not penumbra the case of hard shadow is the only one under study here and
more on it in section J. What this mean is either the solar cell will have 100%
sun intensity when it is in sunlight or it will have 0% intensity in partial or no
sunlight. This is important to know since when being in penumbra the satellite
will experience soft shadow or lower sun intensity and since this is neglected in
this thesis work some values might be a bit optimistic. Cases of Moon caused
eclipse as well as booms and antennas causing eclipse and partial shadow is also
neglected since it will have a much smaller impact than the Earth caused eclipse
and the partial shadowing of the deployable solar panels is casting on +Y and
–Y of the satellite. This sums up to two things: Solar array geometry and shape
of shadow.
Before jumping in to the effects of partial shadowing some things need to be
cleared out. First off is the definition of “hot-spot”, the meaning of this is when
a string of cells is under partial shadowing some cells will have a high short-
circuit current whilst some might have low or even zero. What happens then is
that the shaded cell will then reduce the current through the sunlit cells causing
them to produce higher voltages which can reverse bias the shaded cell. Hence,
the string is only as powerful as the least powerful cell. This means that a lot
of the power generated in the sunlit cells will dissipate its energy as heat in
the shaded cells and can lead to cracking, melting or degradation of the cells.
To prevent this most modern solar cells come with something called “bypass
diodes” which is a diode connected in parallel of the string but with opposite
polarity. This will help the sunlit cells to surpass the shaded cells; hence we
can obtain most of the power the sunlit cells generate rather seeing it go to
waste as well as eliminating the hot spots. Since the solar cells are connected
in series in a string they must have the same current meaning that if one cell
is shaded all of the sunlit cells will have the same current output which is zero
leading to a total power loss in that string of cells. Again, the bypass diode
helps with avoiding this problem. Depending on the geometry and the amount
of solar cells in series one might therefore consider keeping the bypass diodes to
a minimum. Since the satellite in this project has a maximum of 6 cells in series
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one bypass diode on each cell is sufficient. It is shown in [32] that shadowing
of parallel cells has a greater negative impact on power loss compared to series
cells. In some cases, partial shadowing can cause total power loss of an entire
string. However, in modern solar panels such the ones that ISIS or GomSpace
manufactures have bypass diodes which will prevent most of the harm partial
shadowing causes. According to [2] the PV generated current is proportional
to the surface area of the cell that is illuminated and the actual shape of the
shadow is not as important compared to its size. This is however only the case
of hard shadows, hence shadow caused by Earth, antennas and deployable solar
panels.
In the case of having a satellite with straight lines and rectangular surfaces there
will only be three types shadow shapes really, see Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Three different types of shadowing envisaged in orbit.

The shades on the satellite will have the shape and same characteristic shape
as the middle on in Figure 8 due to the fact the satellite is shaped as a cuboid
and the deployable solar arrays are rectangular.
However, the general case of partial shadowing is complicated and outside the
scope of this thesis. Eventually, this is something that future student members
of the MIST project will have to investigate further and go into closer detail
with. Proposed methods for how to do this and for solving this type of problem
can for instance be found at [42], see chapter 2. The methods proposed in [42]
consists of solving the problem first by evaluating the array voltages in which
the by-pass diodes are turned off and then by setting up a set of non-linear
equations that describes the photo-voltaic field in which it easy to formulate the
operating voltages. In worst case it is possible to work under the assumption
that a partially shaded cell with an by-pass diode does not yield any power.
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G Ray-tracing

Since the main source of power comes from photo-voltaic electrical generated
power from the solar cells of MIST it is crucial to understand not only the effect
of power loss during eclipse but also the impact of partial shadowing that occurs
from the deployable solar arrays of MIST blocking the incoming sunlight onto
the solar cells located on the body of the satellite. The power loss caused by
partial shadowing of solar cells is not only problem when storing enough energy
to survive periods of eclipse but also when the satellite changes attitude or when
the Suns position on the sky changes with the seasons. Different seasons mean
different angles of inclinations of the sun rays hitting the surface of the satellite.
Another problem that might emerge for future system engineers in this project
is the design of the power budgeting since it will be very hard to predict and
allocate the correct amount of power to each subsystem at the correct time for
the right amount of time. The experiments on board of MIST will also have
demands on when they need power and how much and this might be a problem
if some solar cells are partially or even fully shaded. One way of approaching
this problem is by simulating it with the rendering of computer graphics in
something called ray-tracing. Ray-tracing is the method of checking the sun
rays path between the sources of light, in our case the Sun and the surface it
is lit up by it, hence the satellites solar panels. If there is something in the
way of this path, for instance a deployable solar array it means that there is an
intersection between and there is a shaded area on the solar cells. One type of
these algorithms was developed by Rutvika Acharya, a previous member of the
MIST project team. The results and the methods of this software as well as
the modifications done will be presented in this chapter. The method is applied
by first dividing each solar cell into N number points, each points resembles
a possible fully illuminated area or a fully shaded area, higher number of N
means higher accuracy but also longer simulation times and requires larger
data storage. Each of these N points will be traced back from its origin, via the
path of the sun ray back to its source, in our case the Sun. Now if there is an
intersection between a point and the light source, it means something is blocking
it, for instance one of the deployable solar arrays. Knowing these intersections
of each point on all of the surfaces of the satellite means that the illumination
factors of each side of the satellite can be computed. These illumination factors
can later be used to estimate the amount of current the solar cells generate
and also estimate the amount of power the photo-voltaic system can generate
throughout an orbit. So if there is an intersection the number point N will be set
to zero whilst if the is no intersection the number point will be set to one, where
zero meaning shadow and one being sunlit area. There are three constraints
that need to be fulfilled: 1. Intersection in a single point, 2. No intersection
and 3. Line contained in plane, see in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Intersections in line and plane [XX].

The math that describes this is presented in equation (1) -(3) below:

xa = (xb − xa)t (1)

x0 = (p1 − p0)u+ (p2 − p0)v (2)

Inserting (1) equal to (2) and the repeating this for three vectors x, y, and
z the following systems of equation (3) if obtained:





xa − x0

ya − y0
za − z0



 =





xa − xb x1 − x0 x2 − x0

ya − yb y1 − y0 y2 − y0
za − zb z1 − z0 z2 − z0









t
u
v



 (3)

Where t,u,v ǫ [0,1], (u+v) ≤ 1 and xa,xb,ya,yb,za,zb are the start and end
points of a line respectively and x0,x1,x2,y0,y1,y2,z0,z1,z2 are points in the plane.
The system (3) gives two cases: 1. a unique intersection in a point and 2.
Parallel line to the plane. This means that either points are intersecting between
planes or they are not. The algorithm firstly creates a 3D model of the satellite
in the body frame as well as the Sun as a sphere emitting rays of sunlight
in infinite amount of directions and the orbital model implemented into the
ray-tracing algorithm simulates the trajectory throughout one orbit with the
ECI position vector expressed in the orbital frame. What from this is just
the position of the Sun, presented in section E and the orbit of the satellite
presented in section F. Besides the position of the Sun it also required to know
the elevation and azimuth angles of the Sun to get the exact paths of the rays.
Knowing the position of the sun, the trajectory of MIST and how the planes
of each surface side intersect with one and another, the illumination factors
can be computed. The illumination factors calculated with the design of MIST
presented in this paper is shown in Figure 10-13 below.

An example of how the ray-tracing looks during a fixed attitude is presented
in Figure 10 presented below.
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Figure 10: Shadowing and ray-tracing on MIST in Tower orientation.
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Figure 11: Illumination factors for Arrow orientation.
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Figure 12: Illumination factors for Tower orientation.
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Figure 13: Illumination factors for Rolling Pin orientation.

From Figure 10-13 it is seen that a period of eclipse (marked black) occurs
around 16 minutes into orbit and ends about 32 minutes later. The illumina-
tion of each surface side appears to vary quite linearly which seems reasonable
considering that MIST is a cuboid with rectangular deployable solar arrays and
everything is designed in sharp edges. If the exact numbers are feasible or not
are hard to say since this work is done for a very specific orbit and design of
satellite, meaning it can not really be compared to previous work nor can it be
envisaged that this is the realistic scenario since it is hard to visualize the exact
behavior of the partial shadowing of each surface side of the satellite throughout
the orbit. It also important to know that this algorithm is very good for nomi-
nal cases, meaning it only works well for fixed attitudes of the satellite. In the
case of tumbling the algorithm wont perform that well, this is something that
can be improved in future work of this project. This might be good to study in
case the attitude control system of the satellite fails and how the spinning of a
satellite will affect the power generation of the solar cells.
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H Sun position vector

Calculating the position of the Sun requires a lot of understanding of astronomy.
However, this thesis report will not go into depth of the astronomy but rather
present the most important formulations needed for the software code that is
used. First off it is required to calculate the right ascension of the Sun and
the declination of the Sun. In order to do so the Julian date of the date we
desire to compute the Sun position vector for is required. Most of the equations
are inspired from [28] as well as the software code provided by Sven Grahn[4].
Equations (1) -(9) below describe the calculations. Most of these are originally
obtained from page C24 of the 1996 Astronomical Almanac according to [28].

Number of days since Greenwich noon, 2001/01/01:

n = jd− 2451545 (4)

where jd is the julian date. Mean longitude of the Sun, corrected for the
aberration of light:

L = 280 + 0, 9856474 (5)

Mean anomaly of the Sun, it is assumed that the Sun orbits the Earth here
to simplify the calculations:

g = 357, 528 + 0, 9856003 · n (6)

The ecliptic longitude of the Sun:

λ = L+ 1, 915sing + 0, 020sin2g (7)

Declination of the Sun:

δ = sin−1(sinǫ · sinλ) (8)

Where ǫ is the obliquity of the ecliptic plane and is 23,45 ◦.
Right ascension of the Sun:

Ω =











tan−1(cosλ · cos−1ǫ · sinλ) + 180 if cosλ < 0

tan−1(cosλ · cos−1ǫ · sinλ) + 360 if cosǫsinλ < 0 and cosλ > 0

tan−1(cosλ · cos−1ǫ · sinλ) for all other

(9)
Finally, the Sun position unit vector expressed in ECI frame can be calcu-

lated as follows:

XS = cosδ · cosΩ (10)

YS = cosδ · sinΩ (11)

ZS = sinδ (12)

the algorithm calculates the Sun position unit vector in the ECI frame and
all that is required is the Julian date as input. The Julian date is obtained by
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Month XS YS ZS

1 -0,5170 -0,7853 -0,3406
2 -0,8874 -0,4230 -0,1835
3 -1,0000 0,0091 0,0039
4 -0,8564 0,4737 0,2055
5 -0,4978 0,7957 0,3451
6 -0,0029 0,9174 0,3979
7 0,4763 0,8067 0,3499
8 0,8494 0,4842 0,2100
9 0,9995 0,0287 0,0125
10 0,8847 -0,4276 -0,1855
11 0,5171 -0,7852 -0,3406
12 0,0122 -0,9173 -0,3979

Table 1: Sun Position for the 21st of each month for a full year.

giving the desired date in the format of YYYY-MM-DD-hh-mm-ss into the well
know library MATLAB function juliandate that will convert the desired input
date to Julian date. Results are presented in the Table 1 below for the 21st of
each month for one year starting from 2017-01-01 at midnight.

The reason why the 21st is chosen for each month due to the fact that the
autumnal and spring equinox occurs on this date as well as the summer and
winter solstice. Solstice means that the Sun reaches its highest or lowest tour
relative to the celestial equator, this happens twice a year. Equinox is when
Earths equatorial plane passes through the center of the Sun, this occurs twice
a year. The position of the Sun is implemented into the ray tracing algorithm
described in previous chapter.

I Orbital model

In order to simulate a orbit a famous algorithm is used, namely SGP4 which
uses the two line element, see Figure 14 as an input and generates the ECEF
position and velocity vector and then with the help of MATLABs aerospace
toolbox is it possible to translate these ECEF units into ECI units by using the
command ecef2eci .

Figure 14: Two-line element for Reference orbit 1 for MIST satellite with launch
date of 2017-06-21.
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First line, first number (9999U) is the satellite designator, 17040A stands
for the launch year (2017), the launch number of the year (40) and which part
(A). Number 17172 stands for epoch year (17) and epoch day (172), there after
0.0002669 is the first time derivative of the mean motion. Second line, second
number 97.9430 is the inclination angle in degrees of the orbit, 250.6332 is the
right ascension of the ascending node in degrees, 0010000 is the eccentricity of
the orbit, next to that the argument of perigee, next to that the mean anomaly
and 14.75896000 is the number of revolutions per day [41].

The orbit is sun-synchronous orbit, meaning that both its altitude and in-
clination makes it so that the satellite passes over any given point above the
surface of the Earth at the same local solar time. The benefits of placing MIST
in such an orbit is that it will be exposed to sunlight most of the time, more on
exactly how much in section J. This particular orbit called Reference Orbit 1 for
MIST is chosen so that the orbital elements are defined for midnight universal
time on the 21st of June 2017. The orbit repeats its ground track every 4th day,
i.e. 59 revolutions around Earth.

J Eclipse

Figure 15: Orbital vector ô and sun position vector ŝ.[16]

The vectors are described in equations (1) and (2) below:

ŝ = (−sinβ, 0, cosβ) (13)

ô = (R0 + h)(cosΘ, sinΘ, 0) (14)

In order to know when MIST is in eclipse of Earth or not two criteria need
to be fulfilled, namely:
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Eclipse criterion 1 : ‖ŝ · ô‖ < 0 (15)

Eclipse criterion 2 : ‖ŝ× ô‖ < Re (16)

From this and the period time of the eclipse, denoted te it is possible to get
from the following:

te =
T0

π
cos−1(

√

1− ( R0

R0+h
)2

sinβ
) (17)

Where T0=97,67 minutes, β=75,9 ◦, R0=6371 km and h=636,8 kilometers.
This then yields of an eclipse time of about 32 minutes.
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III. Current estimations

In section E it was established and further assumed that the amount of current
output generated by all cell exposed to partial shadowing is directly proportional
to the shaded cell area [2]. However, there is also a threshold limit which
determines how little current a solar cell can generate to the power system.
This threshold limit for the cell output current is defined as I = I0cosθ where
I0 is the photo-current with the normal to the Sun, hence θ is equal to zero.
The solar cell will generate no power beyond 85 ◦, hence the threshold limit is
circa 8,9% of the possible current one solar cell can generate[1]. Results are
presented below in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Current factors for Tower orientation.

From Figure 16 it is clearly seen that the blue and red curve do not start
and end with the same values after one orbit which might be a direct result of
some discontinuity that comes from either a bug in the code or that the orbital
model is not working as it should. This is further discussed under the section
”VII Future Work”, first paragraph. Since every orbit would have the same
amount of sunlight and eclipse as well as orientation of the satellite the amount
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of current should be the same at the start as well as the end of the orbit. From
the graph this is not the case, this might be due to some bug in software code,
erroneous calculations or wrong assumptions.
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IV. Power calculations

Calculating the power is pretty much straight forward if the angle between
the surface normal and the sun position on the sky can be computed as well as
knowing the average output power of the solar cells. Here the following equation
has been used:

P = η · IS ·A · cosα (18)

where η = 28% is the solar cell efficiency, IS = 1353W/m2 is the solar
irradiance in lower Earth orbit [1], A = 60, 36mm2 is the effective solar panel
area [28] and α is the angle between the normal of the satellite surfaces and
the sun position vector. Results are presented below in the form of total Watt
hours generated per orbit throughout a year.

Figure 17: Power per orbit for Tower orientation.
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V. Discussion

In this section, the results, methodology developed during this thesis is dis-
cussed from a critical point of view and improvements and future work will be
presented. First of to the software code, it is very robust, non-user friendly and
does not take into account several important factors such as temperature effects
of solar cell efficiency, cases of penumbra, cases of tumbling nor does it run sim-
ulations quickly. Since this being a software in its early stage it will need a lot
of work for it to be integrated with any hardware and to be future training tool
for operators. For future project members cases of tumbling and temperature
variations can be implemented to the software when a fully thermal analysis
of the satellite is complete as well as the attitude determination analysis. To
do this a far faster and efficient ray-tracing algorithm might be needed, one
that can run large amount of simulations in a reasonable time frame. Maybe
even try getting some input from alternative software such as STK. Also it is
important to add that during the estimations of currents was obtained under
the assumption that it is possible to get some current out of the solar cells even
if partial shadowing occurs, this is something that might not be true in all cases
even for modern solar panels. Also a larger amount of variations in orientations
and attitudes of the satellite as well as different solar panel configurations is not
presented in this thesis and will have to be done by future students.

VI. Conclusion

This being a thesis work in an early stage in a new field the purpose was to learn
and gain valuable experience working with a larger project with different tasks
to better understand what it is like to work as an engineer. The second aim
was to develop a software code which can be integrated to hardware and then
simulate the current and voltage output of the solar cells on board the satellite
in a realistic flight simulations. What can be concluded is that was a very hard
task with a tremendous amount of work and needs to be divided in several
tasks for future team members. The software code has a well developed orbital
model as well as a solid sun position and eclipse algorithm, what it lacks is a
more efficient ray-tracing algorithm and current estimations. Eventually, more
simulations need to be run with different attitudes, cases of tumbling, different
solar panel configurations. Developing a mathematical model which realistically
describes the current generated by solar panels on a satellite is complicated and
outside the scope of this thesis. The software contains the basic building blocks
for generating the desired output, but current factors do not repeat after one
full orbit. This is a shortcoming that needs to be overcome by future student
teams working on this subject. In ”VII. Future work” ideas for such future work
is outlined.
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VII. Future work

What remains to be done for the future and has not been solved at the moment
are the following items:

• First item is the orbital model. It needs to be able to work for longer
periods than just one orbit. The output from the SGP4 algorithm is
not the issue, however the implementation of values into the Ray-tracing
algorithm is an evident problem. The satellite does not follow the orbit
described by the ECI coordinates correctly nor does it repeat itself after
one orbit.
Meaning that the ECI coordinates generated by the SGP4 algorithm are
correct and the orbit they represent is correct, however when the satellite
is assigned to follow this orbit it does not follow it correctly, it does not
end where it starts nor does it always have the correct altitude. See
Appendix A, further down in the software code are the first and second
”for-loops”. The first ”for-loop” creates the orbit with the ECI coordinates
generated by the SGP4 algorithm. The second ”for-loop” is designed to
make the satellite (the satellite is a 3D animated object and defined as
parameter ”H” in the code) to follow this orbit by changing the position
of the satellite from one ECI coordinate to the next one and so forth
for an entire orbit, this way the satellite is supposed to follow the orbit
moving one ECI coordinate position at a time per ”for-loop”-iteration.
However, the satellite does not follow these values correctly. The problem
is suspected to lie within the way the parameters ”xpoint1”, ”ypoint1”,
”alpha”, ”xnew1”...etc. within the ”for-loops” are written.
This might also be due to either a bug in the code or missing/erroneous
elements, meaning the code might need to be revised. One way of maybe
solving this is by looking into the code written in ”Orbital Model”, see
Appendix A, the for-loops after the 5th paragraph and on-wards. The
specific problem is suspected to lie within the for loops, the values are
not saved, stored and used correctly after each iteration. This causes the
satellite not to either complete or follow the desired orbit giving from the
SGP4 algorithm. This might also possibly be the cause of the discontinuity
in the plot describing the currents generated, see Figure 16. These plots
should have symmetric and periodic behavior if this would be solved.

• The second item is implementing the first item into the Ray-tracing and
making sure it works for at least the period of one full orbit and also not
only for nominal cases, i.e. cases with an fixed attitude. It should work
for cases of tumbling and changes in temperature since they both have
severe impacts on the solar cells efficiency. If the first item is solved then
the second item is quite straight forward, basically just copy and paste
the Orbital model code into the Ray-Tracing algorithm.

• The third item is to accurately calculate the exact currents generated from
the solar cells by considering the solar angle and the orbit. When item 1
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and 2 is corrected the illumination factors generated by the Ray-tracing
should also be correct. Keep in mind these will be the factors describing
only the portion of light on each surface side of the satellite. On top of
this it is required to scale these factors by multiplying each and every one
of them with the cosine of the angle between the normal of the surface
side and the solar angle hitting it. That way no longer has the angle be
computed for only a nominal case but for each position in orbit and for
each attitude. As of now the code does not consider this cosine angle, it
was added outside of the code to generate plot 16 which is not efficient.

So to sum up: 1. Make sure the satellite follows the orbit generated by SGP4
exactly by looking at the for-loops in the MATLAB code in Appendix A, more
specifically looking at the parameters ”xpoint1”, ”alpha(i)” etc. and how they
work and or if they need to be changed. 2. When (1) is fixed, implement
this into the Ray-tracing, then you have correct illumination factors. 3. Scale
these factors with the cosine of the angle between the normal of the surface side
and the solar ray. These are of course suggestions of how one might tackle the
presented issues lying within the code and there might be other ways to try to
approach them.

A. Appendix

MATLAB code for the Orbital model
clear all
clc
load(ÉCI.mat’) Loads the ECI coordinates from SGP4.
yaw = 0; Rotation about the z-axis [rad]
pitch = 0; Rotation about the x-axis [rad]
DCM = angle2dcm( yaw, pitch, roll ); Creates the Direction Cosine Matrix with
the meanuever yaw-pitch-roll

Vertice panels =
[0 0 0; 0 0 3; 1 0 3; 1 0 0; Face -Y of MIST
1 0 0; 1 0 3; 1 1 3; 1 1 0; Face +X
0 1 0; 0 1 3; 1 1 3; 1 1 0; Face +Y
0 0 0; 0 0 3; 0 1 3; 0 1 0; Face -X
0 0 3; 0 1 3; 1 1 3; 1 0 3; Face +Z
0 0 0; 0 1 0; 1 1 0; 1 0 0; Face -Z
-3 0 3; -3 1 3; 4 1 3; 4 0 3; T-panel
0 0 2.90; -3 0 2.90; -3 1 2.90; 0 1 2.90; T-panel -X bottom panel in order to see
shadow on the top panel
1 0 2.90; 4 0 2.90; 4 1 2.90; 1 1 2.90; T-panel +X bottom panel in order to see
shadow on the top panel
-3 0 2.90; -3 1 2.90; -3 1 3; -3 0 3; T-panel -X and +Y side
4 0 2.90; 4 1 2.90; 4 1 3; 4 0 3; T-panel +X and +Y side
0 0 2.90; -3 0 2.90; -3 0 3; 0 0 3; Longside side panel of -X side of the T-panel
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0 1 2.90; -3 1 2.90; -3 1 3; 0 1 3; Opposite Longside side panel of -X side of the
T-panel
1 0 2.90; 4 0 2.90; 4 0 3; 1 0 3; Longside side panel of +X side of the T-panel
1 1 2.90; 4 1 2.90; 4 1 3; 1 1 3]*DCM*250000; Opposite Longside side panel of
+X side of the T-panel

Faces Panels =
[1 2 3 4; 5 6 7 8; 9 10 11 12; 13 14 15 16;
17 18 19 20; 21 22 23 24; 25 26 27 28;
29 30 31 32; 33 34 35 36; 37 38 39 40;
41 42 43 44; 45 46 47 48; 49 50 51 52;
53 54 55 56; 57 58 59 60];
plot3(xsat eci(1,:),xsat eci(2,:),xsat eci(3,:))
grid on

H=patch(’Faces’, FacesPanels, ’Vertices’, VerticePanels, ’FaceColor’, ’w’); Cre-
ates filled polygons

for i=2:length(xsateci(1,:))

xpoint1(i)=xsateci(1,i);

ypoint1(i)=xsateci(2,i);

zpoint1(i)=xsateci(3,i);

alpha(i) = 360/length(xsateci(1,:));

end

direction=[-1 0 0];
for i=2:length(xsateci(1,:))
XCHANGE(i) = (xpoint1(i)-xpoint1(i-1));

YCHANGE(i) = (ypoint1(i)-ypoint1(i-1));

ZCHANGE(i) = (zpoint1(i)-zpoint1(i-1));

xnew1 = get(H,’xdata’);

set(H,’xdata’,xnew1 + XCHANGE(i));

ynew1 = get(H,’ydata’);

set(H,’ydata’,ynew1 + YCHANGE(i));
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znew1 = get(H,’zdata’);

set(H,’zdata’,znew1 + ZCHANGE(i));

xnew2 = get(H,’xdata’);

set(H,’xdata’,xnew2 + XCHANGE(i));

ynew2 = get(H,’ydata’);

set(H,’ydata’,ynew2 + YCHANGE(i));

znew2 = get(H,’zdata’);

set(H,’zdata’,znew2 + ZCHANGE(i));

xnew3 = get(H,’xdata’);

set(H,’xdata’,xnew3 + XCHANGE(i));

ynew3 = get(H,’ydata’);

set(H,’ydata’,ynew3 + YCHANGE(i));

znew3 = get(H,’zdata’);

set(H,’zdata’,znew3 + ZCHANGE(i));

rotate(H,direction,alpha(i),[xpoint1(i) ypoint1(i) zpoint1(i)]);

grid on

ani=animatedline(’Marker’,’v’,’MarkerSize’,0.001);

addpoints(ani,xnew1(1,1:15),ynew1(1,1:15),znew1(1,1:15))

drawnow

xlabel(’x’)

ylabel(’y’)

zlabel(’z’)

pause(0.0001)
end
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